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Introduction 

Back On Track were commissioned by Woodchester Parish Council to visit a proposed site for the development 

of an off road bike trail in the village of North Woodchester in Gloucestershire. Following a visit on the 19
th

 of 

September 2013, Back On Track have compiled this report which analyses the feasibility of the project, and 

includes a costed outline design.  

 

Site Location 

 

 
 
The proposed site is located in the village of North Woodchester, Gloucestershire, alongside National Cycle 

Route 45 it follows the line the disused Midland railway through the village. The site is immediately to the west 

of the cycle path just before it passes under Sesley Road, occupying a largely flat area of land alongside the 

path. Access to the site will be via an access road from the A46, approximately 300m north of the site along 

the cycle path. 

  

Project Brief 

 

The brief for the project, as discussed by Back On Track and Iain Dunbar, representing Woodchester Parish 

Council, is for an off-road cycle trail suitable for children and adults with a basic level of riding ability. The trail 

also needs to incorporate an element of skills progression that will make the trail both fun and enjoyable, 

helping riders improve their riding skill and confidence. It is also important that the trail becomes a family 

destination within the village, where families can enjoy a picnic together whilst enjoying the outdoors.  The 

trail will need to suitable for a wide variety of bicycles, including children’s bikes with small wheels, and adult 

bikes with relatively narrow touring or commuting tyres.  
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Site Analysis 

 

 
 
The site is easily accessible on foot or by bike from Sesley Road along a small path from the bridge. The 

southernmost point of the site is at the junction between this access path and the main cycle path. The site 

then extends northwards from this point, flanked by the cycletrack to the east, and a steep bank covered in 

vegetation to the west.  The site is around 100m in length along its north / south axis, and varies in size along 

its east / west axis. At is most southern point, the site is 7m wide, and at its most northern point, the site is 

23m wide. At the northern end, the site takes in some of the ground on a side slope that forms the old railway 

cutting.  

 

Design Proposal 

In order to maximise the potential of the site, our proposal centres on placing the trailhead at the southern 

end of the site, near the point at which the access path from Sesley Road meets the cycle path. The reason for 

doing this is twofold; firstly the southern end can act most readily as a gateway to the site, and the ideal 

location for family friendly facilities such as picnic benches. Secondly, it will allow the design of the trail to be 

designed with an element of progression along its length, where features can become, moderately, more 

difficult to ride.  

 

In accordance with the nationally recognised trail grading framework originally devised by the Forestry 

Commission, the proposed trail will be a green graded trail. We also propose to include a shorter optional Blue 

graded section of trail that utilises the side slope available where the site is at its widest at the northern end of 
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the site. This will act as the culmination of the progression on offer in terms of skill development. A full 

description of the nationally recognised trail grading system is included at the back of this report.  

 

The trail will incorporate a number of Technical Trail Features (TTFs) suitable for the grading of the trail. These 

are explained below in more detail, but the basic of TTFs is the Roller. Incorporating rollers into green graded 

trails will teach novice rider’s skills such as moving their weight from front to back on the bike. These are the 

fundamental skills required to ride more challenging features, allowing novice riders to progress their riding 

ability.   

 

The Green trail will be circa 208 meters in length. Setting out from the trail head, it will travel north, largely 

parallel to the cycle path. Along its length, it will meander around existing vegetation, to create separation 

from the cycle path and in order for the trail to have flow. The corners will vary in radius to create an engaging 

riding experience. The trail will turn through 180° at the northern end of the site, before the split for the 

optional blue trail. The trail will then return to the trail head, again largely parallel to the cycle path, with a 

mixture of different sized corners and inclines. Along this leg of the trail we propose to incorporate a number 

of optional small rock drop-off features, as described in more detail below.  

 

The blue graded optional loop at the northern end of the site will be circa 105 meters in length. It will include a 

number of Climbing Switchbacks, required to climb the slope of the site, and a number of very mellow berms 

so that riders can descend the slope a controlled way. Between the climbing switchbacks and the berms we 

propose a short section that traverses the side slope, with a number of shallow grade reversals. These would 

aid the flow of the trail, help with drainage, and introduce the next level of difficulty in riding.  
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Construction 

Methodology  

The trail will be constructed using typical overtip construction methods. Once the precise route has been 

micro-marked on the ground, a 360° mini-digger will cut out a tray that follows the line of the trail corridor. 

The tray will be to the width of the proposed trail, and a depth of 200mm. A typical width for a green graded 

trail would be 1.5 meters, and 1 meter for a blue graded trail.  

Materials 

Once the route of the trail has been cut in the form of a tray, it will then be filled with an imported stone 

material, to a height that site just above the edge of the tray. It will also be cambered slightly to aid drainage. 

The stone used to fill the tray will be an MOT type 1 stone, compacted to a smooth surface to make it suitable 

for a range of different bikes, including children’s bikes with small 16” wheels. The precise details of the stone 

to be used will be confirmed before construction commences; as part of our construction service, we will liaise 

with a number of quarries to find stone with appropriate binding and hard-wearing qualities suitable to our 

purposes.  

 

Technical Trail Features 

 

Rollers  

The photo above shows a short section of rollers that are part of the green graded ‘Rookie’ trail in Afan, 

designed by Back on Track in 2011. On a green graded trail, very mellow rollers can be incorporated to allow 
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novice riders to practice basic skills such as moving their weight forwards and backwards. In time, riders can 

develop this skill to learn the ‘pump’ motion to generate speed without having to pedal. This in turn allows 

riders to generate speed without pedalling, creating a trail with more flow, which will be more fun to ride.  

Berms 

Berms feature on nearly every trail we build, and are a key part to creating a trail that flows well and is fun to 

ride. A Berm is a banked turn, where the riding surface is shaped like a bowl to carry riders through corers 

without having to slow down excessively compared to a flat turn. We propose to incorporate berms into the 

Blue graded optional loop.  

Climbing Switchbacks 

The most enjoyable of climbing singletrack from a rider’s perspective comes when the trail traverses the 

contours of a hillside as far as possible, before returning to contour in the opposite direction, all the while 

climbing very gradually. Climbing Switchbacks allow each traversing section to return in the opposite direction. 

Created by building a ‘crown’ from the hill, it allows riders to change direction through 180° without having to 

slow down or stop, allowing momentum to be carried into the next climb section. The optional blue graded 

loop will utilise climbing switchbacks to ascend the site’s side slope.  

 

Drop offs 

Drop offs are Technical Trail Features that look similar to steps made from rock. The photo above shows a drop 

off feature from the green graded Rookie trail in Afan. The drop off is small, suitable for the trail grading, and 

suitable for children’s bikes with small wheels. We would propose, however, in this instance, to incorporate 
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rock drop off features as optional lines alongside the main line of the green trail, so that they are only ridden 

by riders with the necessary confidence.  

 

Signage  

To protect the public, and to limit liability, communicating the grading of the trials and other safety 

information is an essential part of the project, and needs incorporating into the design and budget. For the 

requirements of this particular project, we would advise a Lectern be placed at the trail head, along with 

information that makes clear that the trails are directional, and should not be ridden in reverse. This can be 

reinforced with the use of waymarkers that would have arrows to point riders in the right direction, with no-

entry signs placed on the reverse. We would also advise a sign be placed at the split point where the optional 

Blue trail starts, in order to advise riders that the trail is of a higher level of difficulty, and should only be 

attempted by more able riders. An estimate for the design, production and installation of all necessary signage 

is included in the budget.  

 

Budget 

Green graded trail including all Technical Trail Features - £11,600 

Blue graded optional loop, including all Technical Trail Features - £4,280 

Design, supply and installation of signage as described above - £2400 

Supply and installation of fencing as required at a rate of £15 per meter - estimated 40 meters required - £600 

Total - £18,880 

All prices are exclusive of VAT. 

 

Programme 

A detailed programme and Gantt chart will be produced prior to construction commencing, but an outline 

programme based on the proposed trail distance, the number of Technical Trail Features and the amount of 

peripheral works such as signage and fencing, shows the total construction period as being 2 weeks. The first 

week would be used to clear the trail corridor and dig a tray for the trail, while the second week would be 

required for surfacing the trail and installing signage and fencing. An additional half week will be required 

either side for mobilisation and demobilisation, making a total on site period of 3 weeks.  
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Trail Grading   

 

 


